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1
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v

4
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I am indebted to my coauthors for a better understanding of'how to
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suggested the latter te and I too find ft more appropriate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Librarians have long r#dognized that their coMmunication. with
/

library doers is a vitalApect of library "Tvice. Cbmment ottha t.

aspect of librariaashiptiates back tig at 1eaEkWyer (1930) but has---,4

. become more pronOunced in the past ten to twepty years. The1mportance

of"communication with users is now universally recognized, some.l.ibrary

schools provide specific trpinipg, and research as well as commentary

is being reported *-the.professional literature,

Roloff (1979)yrovide§ a reasonable elctensive review of the

literature, Rothstein (1977)'pro;rides'a delightful hletorical perspec-,

ktive as well as a reView of man); articles, and Lynch (1977)and

Jenneiich (1974) also undertake comprehensive ,statements about previous

commentary :mid research. Howêvér, the latter two-ar6 dissertation§

andthus publicly available only-by purchase from UniVersity Microfilms

'International.*
1

The purme of this bibliography is. to'pro4ide a brief analysis

Nof the literature since 1960 a comprehensiVe bibliography for that-\

period, and a guide to the most%useful item's Tor practitioners,

researchers, and teachers%

What'Is the Topic?
6

.In general, the literature provides li 1 guidance as to exactly
1.

s
J what this topic is about. The title of this work includes tpe term

"information iriterviewo" and librarians,' "communitation witIt'library'

nyilch has published id artidlA (1970, based oh her dissertatiOnls
tiAted in the bibliography, but little of the literafure'review is .

tncluded there.

V.



.users" is referreri to in the first paragrapb. Roloff (1979) uses

the phrase "communication at the user-system interface." And, many

authorprhave referred to the It referencd interview Of (e.g., Katz
.

#

(1978) in ills text on reference work).

However, most authors do not give formal attention to a definition

A
oft their topic. Katz (1978), for instance, seems to have or

4-

,

academic library reference desks in mind when he discusses the
, .,,..

4
,

N
reference interview, but he_does not discuss the applicability of

. his,comments to other situations such as a special library. He does
vc

imply, however,-by including a. separate section in the text, that

interviews Rre different for compute'r-based reference-service..
.)

Roloef (1979) is unusual in giving' explicit attention to his

topic. Re says':
i

...user-system interactions occur throughout the library (e.g.,
c4rculation,"acquisition, cataloging; etc.) and not only within

? the'area of traditionally defined "reference" functions.' If
improving the effectiveness of libraries in general is one of
the reasons for StUdYing communrcatIón in libraries, the broader .

perspective should be taken. At the same time, it is Clear that
users do not interact with "librarians" alone, if that term is
interpreted in the narrow sense to include..only those individuals
who are professionally trained- to be librarians. Users, in;most'
slibraries, communicate with nonOrofessionals asswell ap profes-
SfonaTh; part-timer,staff as welr as full-time staff; student
kissistants as well as adltp. It thus seems reasonable to again
think' more broldly in terms \of "library staff" rather thaii.jhe
pecific "reference librarian" or "librarian."- Consequent1y,
commubieation at the usersystem'interfacé includes any 'comMunica-
tion activities or proCesses which- pccur between a uSer and.the
staff of a library in the process of attempting to satisfy his/her
informationneeds.

Jennerich (1974) giveti a definitioik for the coriCept "interview":

...a face-torface meeting between professional (librarian,
coundelor, etc,) and another individual who is seeking help. It,
is the responsibility of the professional to determtne the nature
of tIle interviewee's needs through carefully considered convetaa-

. tion with him. (p. 2)

4
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And, she,analyzes the literature in terms of interviews for reader's

advisory service, addlt ARducation, and reference service.

The topic,chosen for this bibliograph was the information

ypterview. It is defined as being any interview in.which one person

.is attempting to understand what information anothet person wantt.

That definition was used because df this authoes.contention that

librarians are not the ()illy one# who dosiich interviews. When an

engineer meets with a marketing specialist, the company'may well.come-
,

out ahead if the engineer accurately determines the marketing special-

ist's information needs and meets them." Similar,situations occur

with accourttants, executives of any sort, social workers, physicians,

and many others. Librarians are sometimes specifically trainW to

s handle ehe situation and the professionalnorm that they should be

experts is..growing in acceptance, but it seems tO this author that

the process itself is a common one.

Thus, the term "inforMation interView" is neatly sytionymouswith

:"reference interview" except that in principle it.does not necessarily

involve a.librarian. In fact, no literature was ound for people

other than librarians or other library personnel conducting an informa-'

tion tinterview. However, trhe term is retained in the title because

of this author's belief that librarians must adapt terminology.that

reflects their involvement in fundamental information procesges bf

soCiety.* There is no logital or semantic reason why 'the term

"ref4rence interview" 'cannot take on A wider application, butthe.

Close association with "reference desks" would be hard tO overcome.-
t

*According td Carainer (196) Pierce Butler argued a-similar_point of
view about four decades igo.

1/4
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Identifying items to be included or.excluded from the bibliography

'was not difficult except (1) for thnse items related to "counseling"

and (2) par those 1,,jems related to the search' for information. With

regard to the former, the information interviewas defined here has
\

-
much in common with the "counseling interview." At the extremes, the

information.inteeview with a focus on information seems quite different

from a'couhseling'interview with &focus on problem solving, advice,

and therapy, but each process includes something of the other. Litera-

ture on readers' advisorY.service in libraries. and explicit disctissions

of librarianship as a type of counseling demonstrate the Ailemma.clearly.

Both are exclude& from this bibliography because the issues of (1),the

similarity of the information interview and'counseling, and (2).the
,

extent to which librar'ians should do 'ino5e counseling-are idorthylof an
%-

,independent study: Included_in the bibliography,are only those items

whickrelate conriselin.g concerns clearly to an.interview whose primary

focus is the information-needs ot another person. "For an introdUction

to what has been.le4 out, seel'Penland (1970)- an& De6rin .(1977),.

-7

Penland qscusses the relationship between counseling and librarianship.

Dervin defines people'S informátion needs iniuch.a way that most

'

interviews related eo human servicesje.g., social Work and medical

.

aa well as library'and counseli6g) would in pari'be information inter-
/

views.

The second.area of,difficult'Y is related to "the searCh" for

informhtion. SOmet1me0 an interview precedes and is-Separate franks
n

4

...._ search by the librarian for the information thet a user needs. Aowever,

imany times ihe ifterview and the search overlap.' And even if'they
/

don't, the way in which the librarian plans to do.the search will

,\
. ',
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arfect the way the interview is conducted.. Thus, research. and

commehtary on searching are frequently very suggestive bfwhat

should hpppen,dnring the interview. However, items On 'the search

were included.only if they explicitly dealt with the interviewy

The fact that there is no body of literature each item of which

identifies itself as meeting a. stated definition is an important

challenge. Definitions of topics are important because they specify

the range of applicability of propositions. When an author does not

define his tobic, the reader cannot be aure what situations he

intends for his comments, propositions, or findings tO apply to. .When

a field does not define at area of study, it reflects the lack of
. .

-consensus as to which of many diverse experiences can be studied ss a

'single situation or problem. Can we study and comment oo all situ-

' ations which meet ,the definition .given above for the information

Interview? This author asserts that we can bY using the term, but

there is no consensus. Other authors have written about either (1)

.the reference interview in a special library, (2) the reference inter

view that precedes A Computer-baSed literature Search,. or (3)-the
4b.

- reference interview in a public or academic library. Areihose

, situations stifficiently similar se that comments And. research findings

can apply to all?. Or, do they kave nlya certain core in common with
,

specfal considerations needed in each case? At the other,extrAme, of
4

.course, would be very little or nothing in common such that each needs

to be treated entirely separately.

As pi-actitioners, researchers,.,and teathers grow in their.under-.

standing Of the-subject matter, these issues will4e addressed,. If they

are resolved, at least in Part, knowledge of the information interview
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the reference interview, the user-system interface; or wh'atever,. will

be increasingly useful to information professionals of all kinds and

ta nonprofessionals when they find themselves involved in finding

outlwhat information another person wanta.

$1How Do We Know abou1 the Information Interview?

4, \

Assessing what we kaow about the information interview requires 4,

evaluAtion of the information preSepted by practi0Aers, researchers%

and teachers. Thts author finds it useful 0 distinguish.between two

, major issues when evaluating information--generalizabilify and factual

accurady.

.The previous discussion of topic definition was concerned with

generalizabilfty. We know very little about how far we can generalize.

findings or'assertions which themselves are always drawn 'tom some

tspecific experiences of the author (systematically or un4ystematically

obtained).
P

Research- is essentially the systematic seeking. of experience, and

one aspect of such a systematic approach is often procedures thAt make

it-possible to b confident in generalizing from findings. The proce-

dures us'ually revolve around some type of rdndom sampling and make it

.posSAble to extend the findings beyond the specific situations from

which they came with some specifiable confidence. , No such procedures ..

were used in any study of the inforMation interview that was located

in preparing this bibliography.

SuCh procedures are Useful, but are in fact only a short cut to.

rise in place of tepeated observation in all of the ,situations,whlch

might be gbneralized to. . In the extreme.it is tautological 4 say that

, (.1

:A1777.,
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factually accurate findings"which have been'observed in a variety of .

gettings generalize to all of those settings, but it in a useful tau-
. . _ .

toloiy. The literature, cited in this bibliography includes similar

findings in a variety of settings. The paucity of knowl'edee on

generalizability could be lessened somewhat by a systematic ConSider-

ation of the range of iituatiOns over which the same findings have'

;been reported. Doieg-sd is beyond the scope of thie report, but.it'

is thib auther's impfession that there is in fact a tore of knowledge
1

about interviewing that apiplies to public and. university'library
A

,

/,

,

1:10c4

reference desks, special library InformAtion servicea, and interviews
,r V-

, .

which precede computer=based bibliographic searches.. Sueh consider-

ation of the,siMilarity of cOmmetlitary and findinge across situations

will.increase knowledge of generalizability and lead to useful defini-

tions.

Factual ,accurac-y is'a separate issue in the evaluation of infor-.

mation.' It refers tto the accOracy of commentary-or.findings for the

situations that they'were derived from.. -For instance, dothberg

(1974) fodnd that users were more satisfied with a reference inter-. .

,

'view' when librarians ,Y...,ere acting in an "immediate" way than when thty,'

were aeting In a "nonimmediate" way. Factual accuracy has to do with
, .

whether that statement-is true ior the two:particular librarinns who

particiPated in the study when they were interviewing Ihe actual

users who were studied in thati)articular library at'that particular

time. Errors.in pbservation, data analysis, or interpretation could
...,

,
.

have.ledtto'anterroneous conclusion'. Similarly,--when Horn (1974)
,

deScribes librar) users he is apparently drawing on his experiences

in pgrtieular libraries 1.1.t particdlar times. Selective perception,.

(.1
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aid 111MPXY, inaccurateinferentes from oboe ations, and logical
f

errora are poasible causes of inagcurate concluaions: :The point is

that reports are more or leas accurate for a variety-of reaaons, but
7

those reasons are independent Of potential generalizability.. Find-

, ings -can be factually acturaie but not generalizable beyond the etact

conditions that they. were-derived front.

Commentary and findings :reported for the information ,interview

vary as to how their factual accuracy can' be evaluated. Most itets

con be clearly identified as-either

1. a report of personal experience (or no methodology specified),

2. an interpretation of theory or research from other areas,

3. the development of theory foethe information interview
independent of theory and research in other areas,or

4., systematic research. -

Each citation in the bibliography is coded as to which of the

above it represents. Some items are given more than one.of the fodr

codes.

Wout three-quarters of the,iteMs do not rely on an? method of

systematic research. Some are clearly reports of pernonal experi-.
.

ences, or apparently so, and Are coded in the first category above.,

Others fall into categories 2 and, 3 ab6Ve but do not include any

systematic testing of the interpretation or theory.put forth: (The

latter are.not coded in category 1, but those that do include system-

atit researth are coded in category 4 As well as in category 2 or 3.)

Many of the articles in category 1 share valuable personal

insights. and provide suggestionafpr practicg.and hypotheses to be

syStematically tested in a wider setting oi'tiMer other conditions.

4 .

Unfortunately,- there'lalittle a reader can do,. short,Of additional
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resbarch

to cqmpar

nOrma do

t )

1to-cheek the factual accuracy of what is suggested :except

it
. .

with%hisown experience's or try it himself; Praessional

velop in this.way and.if the.members of.the prOfessiOn

the quality of service that the 'profession.provides

,c

are insight

*Proves.

Another way of coming to better understand the information

interview that relies on personal insight, is the interpretation.pf

theory and research from other areas. About two7thir4 e of the litems

involve this appro eh. COunseling and nonverbal communication are

areas seen by many uthors as having something important"to-aay to

librarians. And, various areas of communication, cognitive psychology, .

social psychology, and sociology are also considered. As mentioned

above, these interpretations can be tested by systemiitic research.

When the item includes such a test it Fs appropriately coded. Howevet

1

,

about 75 percent gave little indicationlIf any test. Twenty-five percent

reported some type of systematic research.

A few'authors have specifically tried to develop theory for the

information interview. SiX such items Are ideetified. Only Taylor's

'theories (1962 and 1968) seem to have had a wide impaCt but even4

then little has beenedoneto build on them sinde:theytwere published
7-

ovet a deche ago.

t

Finally, some itemS report on Systematic research which provides

evidente beyond.personal experience tic, supportipropositions;

about one-third,do, and tpey are a significant step towards systematic

control of the numerous potential errorb of observation and inter-

pretation that asingle observer.is subject to in the course of his

normal experien

1.

"' . .
4.44

_

it

4)
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Thus; aUthora have relied.oh & variety of means to gain knowledge

of the information interview. Each reuires different considerations

' When evaluatiolg the commentary and findings. The items in this

bibliogrpphy are coded as to how'the au hdrlroceeds so ehat readers

can readily find-articles with similar o diverse approaches ss

their needs dictate.

What Do We Know aboUt the Information Inter iew?

ROloff (1979) identified a useful wAy sf cateibrizing communiCa-

tiqn as intrapersonal or interpersonal.* He says,

Communication prpcesses-that occur at th user-system interface
can, in the main, be categorized as eith r intrapersonai(where
the emphasis is placed on information-pro essing characteristics ,

of the 'Communication participants), or in. erpersonal (where.the
emphasis is placed on the interaction and relationship.of
participants, including feiJ,a1 and nonver al coMmupication).

(p4 ,

The distinction is congru-ent with the more deta led elassification

of topics which is proVlded.in this bibliograph . Each citation is

coded according to the topic covered in the cite item. Seven major

topics have been discussed and an "other" catego y is included.' The

topics are.

1. what usets are like,

2. what librarians are like,

3. what librarians need to find out' from u ers about their
information needs,

4, how the interview should be copducted

5. the importance of the interview for suc essful information
service;

.*Hanneman (1975).discusses these levels plus "s all groups in Organiza-
tions and networks" and-"mediated" aS Useful' Ior the study of cOmmunica-
tion.
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6., training,

7. other.

0

The fitst two eve to. do with intrapersonal communication, the

fsirst focusing onthe dser and the spcond on ehe librarian. The next
1

three deal with aspects of interpersonal communication. Number three

'might be thought of ps the teChniCal'conpiderations for the inidiMation

interview. A number of items-discuss what librarians need "to find out

fromiusers'about their info 40°'needs. The fourth, i)ow the inter-
.

J_
view should be evaluated, is concerned more with "soeial" considerations

thgt are probabi about tht same.in any interview between a professional

and a client. Techniques for establishing rapport,' app&iring willing to

lkhelp, and asking nnbiasing questions Are examples of topics covered.-

1st 'Two additional toOics do not fit into the intra/interOrsonal scheme.

Some articles emphasize importance of the interview (the sixth categor)

rather than the nature of the interview. And: some emphasize training

(the seventh category), usually in addition to one of the interpersonal

topics. Vinally, some articles touched upon a topic which few others

did. They were classified in the "other" category.

This list of topics,,then, reflects this author's analysis of the

ktnds of things we know about the information interview. For a topAc
sf,t

to beliisted, accumulated findings and commentary had to be significant.

There is information in the literature on each of tf;ese toOics. In

addition, items with extensive review6 of the literature were cited

earlier in'the introduction. They, along with coverage of the topic
\

in.a.text (Katz,- 197,0) and a reaearth report (Jahoda, 1.176) provid(a

isubstantive review. These six items ari cited Separately in the first

section.of the bibliography.

, A 1 ,

1

.4-
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The tiblicgraihy

-The bilillography Is divided into(threeparts and includes all

citatif;ns that could be, located to'items published since 1960. It (s

' P

restrited to printed materials such as books, journal articles,

dissertations and theses, reports, papbrs, and proceedings. Only

Englis,h language items were considered: It is not limited to items

' in ERIC.

The three parts are

Comprehensive Considerations of the Information Interview

Primary Items

Additional Items.

The first is self explanator . The second contains items judged

to be of greatest value tei practitioners, researchers, and teachers.
.

,

And, the third contains all additional'citations.

Referdnces Cited That Are Not in the Bibliography

CarCliner, C. L. "The Empirical Study of Reference." College and
-Research libraries 30 (March'1969):130-155.

Halpimp, C; J. 1,'The,Study of Human Communication" in Communication
741fin3chaytpr. O. J. Hanneman, W. J. McEwen, eda. Reading,.MA:

Addifion-Wesley, 1975, pp. 21-46.

Wyer, Janies I. Reference Work. Chicago: American LibAry
1930.

0
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IT. C°DfNG SYSTOk FOR THE CITATIONS

\Each citation ln this 'bibliography is coded according :to the
..

qstem outlined below. Except'fok citations to coMprehenaeve iteir
.1 r

, !,.
.

,(2.5), each-citation recepes as many codes 'as are appropriate from

each of the five major categories, ai pd the.malor categories are such

.that at le-ast one code is always assigned from each.

Categories Fand 2 of the coding system are,diacusse4 in the.,

introduction. Two additional categories are also included. Moat

articles do not specify,the setting that ii being qonsidered, but some

do and are ho citeds,in category 3. Availability of citations is
*

. indidated in category 4.

1. Topic

4.1

cs.
0

1.1 what users are 114e,

1.2 what librarians are like

'A

1.3 what librarians need to find out from users a out thelr
inforthation needs

1.4 how the Interview sphould be conducted
A 65

1.5 the importance of the interView for succes4fu1 information
k 4ervice

1.6 trainiqg

1.7 Qther

2. MethodólogY

2.1 report of personal experience or unspeciiied

2.2 interpretatiop of theory or research from other areas
2.21 counseling and helPing skills ,

2.22 nonverbal communiCation
2.23 other(for eximPle, communication: cognitive psychology,

soCtal psyehdlogy, and'sociology)

k
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2.3 Jevelopment of theory Tor the information interview Independent
of theoty !pd research in other areas

.4

(^2.4 systematic research
,

t

.. 2.5 ,comprehendive consideration such as a bibliography, state-of-
' the-ait report, or text (if this coae is assigned,'no others

are)/

3. Setting

3.1 general or unspecified

3.2 reference desk 11) a public or academic. library

3.3 spe'cial library

1 3.4 online search service

1/4

A

4. Citations (indicate number of citations for 4.2 and 4.3 (i.e.,
4. (26)).

4.1 no citations

4.2 citations to literature on the information interview

4.1 citations to-related areas

a

A
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III. RIAM,IOCRAPHY.

,

Combrehensiye Csiderations of the Information Interview

1. ,Jahoda, Gerald. 11T'Procesa of Answering Iteferepce Questions. A
. Test of a, bt)scripnve Model. Tallahassee, fl.:. Florida State ,

University, School of Library Science, January 1977. sED 136 p69.
(1.3; 1.4; 1.6; 2.4; 3.1; 4.2(6)).

This study was condueted to determine how librarians
answer reference queries and to develop instructional
materials for teaching the answering proceas. 'Twenty-
three'scienbe and technology refeence librarians used
and commented on a six-step model of the searth strategy
process. The model was then revised to include the
following steps: (4- message selection; (2) selection of
types of answer-providing tools; (3) selection of sliecific
answer-providing tools; (4) selection of search headings;
(3) answer'selection; and (6) negotiation and renego-
t:iation, An instructional module was developed for each
step consisting of description and practice exercises.
The modules were tested in three graduate library school

.

reference Courses and revised according'to faculty and
student comments. The author recoMmended the development
of gthdeliftes for choosing lead-in tool search sequence.
and .speciUt answer-providing tools and stressed the need
for empirical research. -The appendices include the
instructional modules, a survey of public lilfrary reference
queries, and a computer-searched and printed index t6
reference queries. (Early work on this project was4
reported by Gerald Jahoda, and bthers,, as Instruction ie
Negotiating.the Reference Query, Tallahassee; FL:
Florida State University, School of Library Science, 25'
August.1975.' 'ED.'111 421.)

2. Jennerich, Elaine Zaremba "Microtounseling in Library Education."
Ph.D. dissertation, University of PiCtsburgh, 1974. (1.44 1.6;
2.21; 2.4; 3.1; 4.2(21); 4.3(29)).

This study cites two Main objectives. The first is 'to
review fhe literature of library science concerned with -
interview training for libtarians. In order to
synthesize t'he literature, a composite picture or
synthesis of the librarian-patron interview wis developed,
compared with a picture of a couneeling intervieW, and
subsequently used as a framework within which to devel.op
interview training methods. The second objec6ive is to
report the design, conduct, and reaUlts of an instruc-
tional technique called microcounseling through which
beginning library school students were taught interliewing
skills.. The implications of such training are also con-
sidered.

.%
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3. Katz, William A: "The Reikrence Interview" and a section on the

' -interview associatO with coMputwassisted reference-service.
In Intro uctinn_to Reference.WOA, Vol. II, 3r4 ed.t1v. 61-80 .

and. 210- 14, Niiw York: McCraw-Hill, Inc., 1978.. (2.5)

Characteristica of the refer*e int6view, the reference (

librarian, aed-the usbr.are discuesed. Major headings

include! Characteristics'and Objective0 of the, User,.
Clarifying and Analyzing the Question,' and Anticipated or
Acceptable Answers. The author also outlines some of the,
interpersonal elements inVolved in the reference interview
between librarian.and user.

4. Lynch, Mary Jo. "Reference Interviews in Public Libraries."
The Library Quarter* 48 (April 1978):119-142. (1.2; 2.23; 2.4;

3.2; 4.2(16); 4.3(18))..

This exploratory study examined reference interviews in
terms of eight questions among which.were: How often
doe47 a reference librariail interview the patron who

3
preiInts a reference query? When an interview does
occur, what gross categories or levels of information art

sought by the librarian? How often are the questions of
the tibrarian open questions.and how often are they
closed questions? Actual interviews betweeuaatrons 'and
librarians were obtained for analysis throggii audio
recording using a wireless microphons and a radio-recorder
unit. Three hundred and nine interviews transcribed from
the tapes wereanalyzed in detail primarily through.content
analysis,,Two.mosdels of the reference'Anterview are a -

tesult of this investigation. In addition, the reference.
Interviews observed.are considered in the light Of what
has been written about interviews conducted by other
professional persons. (This article is a condeneig version
of the author's dissertation by the same title, Autgers , 4

University, 1977.)

4

5. Roloff, Michael E. 'CommunfEation at the User-System Interface:
A Review of Research." Library,.Research 1 (1979):1-18. (2.5).

This Uterature,review conbetitrates on intrapersonal and .

interpersonal,communication at the user-system interface.'.
The position tiken is that user-system interactions occur
,throughout the library, as well aa within the area of
traditionally defined "referente" functions, and irtclude
any of.the various communication activities theit occur

eb,etween the pser and the library*taff. 'The tdportance
6f continued empirical investigations of communication
processes in the library is stressed.

? .t;,....4.i:
1 i
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6. Rothstein, Samuel D. "Across the DesI( 100 Y ars of ReferenceEncounters." Canadia Library Journal:14;1Oct er 1177):391-393.
(2.5)

'The autifor provides a hilitorical perspective as well as a
... review of.recenr literathre on the róference process with

primary attentlon to the reference interview. He traces
published comOintary and research from Samuel Green.'s paPer

1876 through an intreasini commitment 0) User services
in the early 1900's to the detailed consideration of the
reference interview that is found in the literature of the
last two decades. ,

.trimary Items

Citations tO itemai other than those feW listed above, whiCh were

judged to he of greatest value
toPpractitionersl.researehers, or

teachsrs are tncluded in this section. The remainder of the citations

are IncIbded in the nekt section. All citations are coded. Thus, the

reader can peruse the literature by reading the abstracts of those

articles judged primary, and the entire literature is accessible

through the index which is based on the codes.

7. Boucher, Virginia. "Nonverbal Commutieation and the Library
Reference interview." Itg. 16 (Pall 1976):27-32. (1.1; 1.2; 1.4;2.22; 3.1; 4.2(11); 4.3(19)).

The imPlications for the library referenc, interview of
nonverbal conimunication, particularly body movements, are
explored. The interview is described as a type.of communly
tion system with nonverbal communicatiovbeing only oneaspect. A varipty of.observations are offered about non-'

. verbal communication ncluding cues that signal "preoccupa-:
tion" versus "availability."

. Briggs, R. Bruce. "The User Interface for Bibliographic SearchServices." In The Use of Computers in Literature Searching andRelated Reference Activities ifLibraries, edited by F. W.
Lancaster. Papers presented at the 1975 Clinic on Library
Applications of Data Processing, April 21-30, 1975. Urbana-
Champaign, IL: University of Illinois, 1976, pp. 56-77. (1.3;1.4; 2.3; 2.4; 3.4; 4.1).

The user interface was Wined ai the entire set af user-
system interactions, from partial phrasing otinformation

Sn

4
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11

needs'to final review.of re its. This lyiXerface has not

been studied adequatel 7y in liographic retrieval systems...

-In 1973 an NSF fdnded projec _to study'this-interface was
begun at the University '),ff Geopgia and at the Onivereityvof
Califorela, at .Los Angeles (UCLA)-. The two reseax.ch teams r-,,--

_

worked independently but in Oerallel. Dati'were collected T.
,

via questionnaires submitted to users and intetmediailes (

. and tapeTtecordings of reference intervIews. . Results in )

this paper came exclusively from the UCLA team and cover
six main categories: user characteristics, intermediary

' cWaracteristics, tbe interview process,. user's questions,
profile coding, and search results, Models Of the existing

. user interface and a proposed information network are
suggested. (See Zipperer, for the University of Georgia
report of this study; Carpon, far the,Final Report.)

9. Bunge, Charles Albert. "Seekers vs. Barriers: Getting Information.

to People: Your Role." (4isconsitsAbsAalulleti.11. 70 (March/April 0

1974):76-78. (1.4; 2.1; 3.1; 4.2(1); 4.3(1)-). .

These notes-ft0m.a talk deliveres1 to a reference workshop
include the following points:. reference work is the provision
of assistance to.people trying to overcome.barrier's between
themselves and the informatianthey seek.' AMong the barriers
are the C-omplexity,of Ohe library, miaunderstanding or lack of

understanding pf what librariens can and willido to help,,and
difficulties in'communication. 'Diffitulties An'comMuniCation
are due to efforts to seek self-affirmatiOet.defensiveness,
language harriers, and cross-purposes, and they cannot be.
eliminated. To.overcome these difficulties, libreriane niust
pay attention to the patron, have a positive self-image, and

understand people better. Librarians must also-get the.
right kinds of information from the patron-, know the reference
collettion, be self-critical,' and adVettise the availability
of reference services.

.

10. Garmon, James L. Modeltheta_tpg_tultidistilina
Bibliographic Information Network'. Final Report.' Waehington, pC:
National Science FoundatiOn, Office of Science Information. May 1975,

PB-242-964. (1.3; 1,4; 2.3; 2.4; 3.4;.4.1).

, This researchfocuses on an analysis of inforMation seeking
behaviOra of.users at two university:based 'inforiation
systems--ene-34t.the University of California at Los Angeles
(UCLA) and the other atthe UnivetOity of Georgia. tE

represents a recognition, based oh actual:operational
experience, of the critical nature of Ohe user interface to.
computer-readable information resources. The..purpope was

to identify and to'fOrmalize the'-procedures that a reference..
librarian or infwmation splpialist employs in Itgottatflg
:user questions in order 1i:determine if they cotid be pro-
gramMed for aftomated systems, The work vas cb ducted in

r ' J,
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two phases: During the first phase, the five major
-functional steps of the.reference process Were investi-

41

gated to c llect both descriptive and quentitative data .

concernin uery formulation, question tranelation,
1? strategy ormulation, soiarch exieution, wnd relevance

judgment. The.setond phase,'based,oil dita gathered
during the first, was the development of tos.existing
user interface model and a projected network model.

11. Crum, Norman J. "The Librarian-Customer,Relationship: Dynamics,of Filling Requedts for Information." Special Libraries 60
(March 1969): 269-277. (1.1; 1.3; 1.4;y2,1; 3.3; 4.2(7);4.3(1)).

"*.

The steps2in. the processtfrom the time a'customer asks
for information until the speeial librarian gives him
acceptable answers are avalyzed. Prom this generalized

Z
_description, there follows,44, amination of the major
barriers to the interactidiM -slcal., personality,
psychological, linguiatit, antl.contextual. Some-suggeseed
approaches to alleViAting these barriers are offered.
Establishing and Maintaining a customer orientation is
considered the most vital'method of reducing customer-
librarian barriers.

12. Dervin, Brenda and others. The Developmenf of Sfrategies forDealin& with the Information Needs of Urban Residents: Phase III-Applications. pinal Report. Seattle, WA: University of Washing-
ton, November 1977. ED 148 389. (1.6; 2.23; 2.4; 3.1;04.2(1);4.3(14)),

This report is the culminatiop ofqthe third and final phaseof a'project to develop strategies for dealingyith the
information needs of urban regidents. -The focus was on the
'Information practitioner-client interaction and hOW practi-tioners can effectively deal with individual citizens when
these citizens ahd their needs take on myriad forms,at myriad
times. The tirst,two phases of the project involved researchStudies. Phase I studied citizens and hoW-they use informa7-tion. OTi the, basis of the Phase I results, an approach to
providing information services called the Client-In-SituationApproach, was developed. The Phase II _project Studied infor-
mation practitioners to determine their.readiness to use thisapproach. , The purpose of the third phase Was to develop
training modules encapsulating the major conceptual develop-
ments and empirical findings from the two prior phases. .

Twenty training modules, encompassing moretban 30 hours of
training; Were developed in such a way that any practitioner
could with,sufficient preparation time conduct tr#10ing.The modules were then evaluated under tWo training conditiono,
with library and information agency practitioners and with
library school sti*nts.' Detailed results from these evalu-ations are presented,in the report as On aidefor prospective
trainers'.

,

24-
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13. Gothberg, Helen M. "Communication Pettern6 in Library'Reference

and Information Seivices." N. 13 (Fall 1973):7-14. (1.4; 2.22;

2.23; 3.1; 4.2(5); 4.3(15)).

This artiCle points put tivit negotiation of the reference'. '

question isea major communication problem affeCting 1ibrary
service. Linguistic and kinesic research, information and
transactional theories, and the philosophies of Buber and
Rogers are explored as potential theoretical bases for
undetstanding the interpersonal dynamics of question negoti-
ation. It is noted that further insight gained through
research into the nature and pattern of the interpersorkal
lencounter And a clearly defined notion of the library's role
are needed.

14. Cothberg, Hc1et M. "Immediacy: A Study of Communication Effect
on the Reference Process." Journal of Academic Librafianship 2
(July 1976):126-129. (1.4; 2.22; 3.2; 4:2(9); 4,3(15)).

The purpose of this study was to explore the relationship
between.the "immediacy" of a librarian's communication
during the reference interview and user satisfaction.
"ImmediacyP.is a quality of communication that includes
warmth, liking, and psychological closeness. It is
theOrized to be a factor in easing user frustration in
tile library and facilitating the user's information search.
The study found that library'users who were exposed to the (
immediAte.verbal-nonverbal communication of A librarian
expressed more satisgaction with the reference interview °

and with his or her own perforMance in negotiating the
reference qUestion, than a user exposed to a librarian's
nonimMediate cOmmunication. No signlficant differencewas
found for users' satiltfaction with the actuartransfer of
informattnn when exposed to the immediate versus non-
immediate communication.. (This article is a condensatlon'
of the Author'a Ph.D. dissertation, "User Satisfactiop with
a Librarian's fmmediate and ioniMmediate Verbal-Nonverbal
Communication," University of Denver, August 1974.)

Cothberg, Helen M..1 "'training Library Communication Skills:
Development of Three Videotape Workshops." Tucson, AZ: Univer-
sity of Aripna, November, 1971. (1.5; 1.6; 2.22; 2.23; 2.4;

3.1; 4.2(10); 4.3-(14)).-

-) The purpose of the Librarians Communicate Project was to
develop and test three,.two-hour workshop$ In communicattton'
skills ftir reference librarians and others. Four basic,

.objectives were stated: (1) to develop more innovative-
teaching practices making use of.newer media, such as-video-
tape; (2) to provide future and practicing reference librar-
ians with an opportunity to develop a communication style

tt
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which promotes dialog4e with thit patron;.(3) to,test whether. 7

the video medium is a feaeible eupWrt syetem foryoriudwpa in
commtinleation .. aW(4) tq make revisions where-needed as a1

result of field 'testing hnd evaluation'.. The partielp4tory7, ,.

tymworks1top utying videotape was found, 0,1:4 i feasible
instructional- tool for- tea0ing communlcatiOn- Sikills. ,

16. Green, 3: S. "GRINS, An On-Line Structure for thd Negotiation of
Inquiries." Studies i t e Man-S stem Interface in Libraries,
Repott No. 4. Bethlehem, PA: Center for the InfOrmation Sciences,
Lehigh University, Septembet 1967. NTIS Report No. 660-089.
.(1.1; '1. 3,, 2.3; 3.4; 4.2(2); 4.3(9)).

In general, problem solutions 'can be found along a continuum
of abstraction from the speoific to the general. There is,
at any given point in the development of the solution, a
most efficient or optimum strategy. In information retrieval
systems the ultimate solution is usually obtained at a moe
specific dither than at...la more abstract level. -The question
negotiation process fs viewed as an efficienkpreliMinary
strategy whillh enables an information seekerNo obtaie his
information goal with the least amount of overall effort. In
order for a problem solution procedure to remain efficient, \
a means for predicting when to change strategies must be'TrP-vided. In the particular example of question negotiation

\this prediction is based on the rate at which the deflation
Lot' the sees need develops. An on-line computer program
called G NS is descrihed which implements the inf9rmation
specialist role in negotiating` a user's need:. This pro-
gram.communicates with the user in his natural converaational

Whee the negotiation is judged by GRINS to be as 'well
OW, 'as it is likely to get, a search is made of the
av4CE -4!4ocuments. This,search produces .an ordered list.
of the siiey-threel,best documents-which come dlospst to the
us*ir's extrgrd, need. The structure of the, program tis mod-
tiler t rovements may be /eaaily made. Some such

)tr, ment4 are suggested. ,

17. .Hollpnd, Barr-on, 7,Updating Library 'ReferenCe Services through'
Tiaining for .InterOirSonal Cretenee." IR 17 (Spring 1978).
207-211. (1.4; 1.6; 2.21; 3. ; 4.2(6);

1rawing upon studies from,psychology, 'counseling, kand library
science, this%article:discusses interpersonal aspects of.the
,reference situation'which are related to the.auccess of the
individual reference,encounter and the image* reference
service .as a whole. It its:nOted. that mosi reference sit10-'
tions inVo),xe a'requestor information or assistance.in

- researCh rathetthan,Mtloidance, psychological he4,:qr
'.2instruction, althoughome. enoountersayAnvolve these. .

factors as wen:. Ahillerstandipit the'dynamics of interpersonal.
IelottOnships,in*dero(lacilitate patrowoudeetwis
discusSed as relevant fOr'library

6;(W.kS
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18. Horn, Roger. "Why They Don't Ask Questions:" Ag.13 (Spring 1974):
2252-233, (l.1; 1.2; 1.4; 2.1; 3.2; 4.1)

The physical layout of the library, a lack of communication
between librarian and user, of constraiqts imposed by
administrators may prevplt,the tefereTice librarian from
giving the best possible Service. (Written in pafras a'
response to Swope and Katzer, "The Silent Majority,"-1972.)

19. gowell, Benita J.; Reeves, Edward B.; Van Willigen, lofin.
?Fleeting Encounters--A Role Analysis of Reference Librarian-

.

Patron IntEraction." Fig 16 (Winter 1976):124-129. (1.1; 1.2;
2.23; 2.4; 3.1;,4.2(5); .4.3(7)).

The relevalice of role theory to reference services and
4, measures of user satisfaction are discussed. A study is

reported wherein clients and librarians filled Out a self-
administered questionnaire immediately following an inter-
action at the reference desk of a large university library.
Variables were question asked, status of client, famil-
iarity of client with library, how well the reference
librariampinpointed the client's needs, adequacy of amount
of information received., and whether instruction was given
by the librsrian. Perceptions of both clientand librarian
were obtained for each variable. In addition, the librarian
was asked "Wit did the patron really want?" Consensus
between librarians' and clients' re'sponses were reported as.,
well as other analyses.

20. .Jennerich, Edward J.; Jennerich, Elaine Zaremba. "Teaching the
Reference Interview." Journal of Education for Librarianeihip 17
(Fall 1976):106-111. (1.4; 1.6; 2.21; 2.4; 3.2; 4.2(8); 4.3(1)).

Reference service requires interpersonal skills as well as
knowledge of reference tools. yet'librarians are usually
not taught interviewing-skills, although 'suggestions about
training.librarians to interact effectively with patrons are
occastonaily made. A few library .schools use videotapes to,
record students in practice interviews so their Communicaion
.patterns can.be.studied and improved or changed.. At Baylor
University, videotaping is one step iii an lnitructional' ,

sequence designedrto teach interViewing skills and"to evaluate
.improyements. Classes meet'Once a week.' -In preparation,
students-read the books- assigned for the week and product- ,

five reference questions from the material. A.student is
arbitrarily chosen to act as reference librarian, the others
act as-Oatrona. A 30-minutó session is-videotaped. All.
involved wtite an evaluation, then the:videotape is replayed'

-Each student acts at librarian in two sessiont Juring the :

Semester. 'Comparisonof the two'videotapes allowi. for
assessment of iMpro4ement. Results have been .encouraging:

.
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student reaction is favorable, and atudent intetattions
with aCtt4patrons during library precticuit,Indidate

, that interpersonal skills have indeed been learned.

21. Kazlauskas, Edward. "An Exploratory Study: A Kinesic Analysis of'
Academic Library Public Service Points." Joirrnal.of, 4cademic
Librarianship 2 (July 1976):130-134. (1.4; 2.22; 2.4; 3'42; 4.2(6);
4.3(11)).

410101t. After a brief introduaion to the.field'of'kinesic
analysis, or the study of body mo/ements, an exploratory
study is described which analyzed the body movements 6f
individuals at reference and circulation public Service
points in four academic institutions. Using a specific
data-gathering form, 148 observations were made. 'These
obiervation'a1 data were consolidated into typical pOsitive
and negative behaviors and several generalized behavior
patterns. Possible ilhplications.for library management
and research are indicated.

,

22. Fing, Geraldine B. "Open and Closed questions: The Reference
Interview." Ra 12 (Winter 1972):157-160. (1.3; 1.4; 2.1; 3.1;
4.2(1); 4.3(2)).

Good reference librarians need to be good interviewers.
Unfortunately, most librarians have not learned to use
the technique of open questions to obtain information
about the user and what he is looking.for. Examples of
open and closed questions with typical responses are
given.

t

23. Knapp, Sara D. ,"The Reference Interview in the Computer Based
Setting." lig 17 (1978):320-324. (1.3; 1.4; 2.1; 3.4; 4.2(3);
4.317)).

The role of the search analyst, his/her personality, and
communication skills are dtscussed in relation to the
success.or failUre of a computer search. It is noted
that.the search analyst's primary functions are Analysis
and ieconstruction bhsed on an understanding of the ,

ess4ntial parameters of the user's needs.

24. Lukenbill,'W. Bernard. 'Teaching Helping Reaationship.Concepts in
the Refprence Process." Journal of Education for Librarianship-lk.

A (Fall 19/7):11*120. (1.4; 1.6; 2.21; 2,23; 3.1; 4.2(7)4 4.313)).'

This paper.discusses the helping relationship copcept,
its relationship to the reference process, and the
problems af teadhing the concept to pre- and in-service
librar4ans. A teaching unit'is described.

28-
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251 Mount, Ellis. "Communication Barriers an4 the-Reference Question." i

.speqal Libraries 57 (October 1966)575-570. . (1.1; 2.1; 3.1;

This article cites the common problem taf Inquirers not
asktng the questions they should in order to obtain the
information they need. Analyzed in the article ate a
wide renge of causes for this Phenomenon, including

intellectual and psychological barriers .to clear pommuni-
cation., The role of the reference staff in detecting
irrelevant questions.is described as well as some atepe
to take to eliminate ambiguous end misleading questions.

26. Mycci, Judith. "Videotape Self-Evaluation in Public Libraries:
EXperiments in Evaluating Public Service." Bp 16 (Fall.1976):
33-37. ,(1.4; 1.6; 2.4; 3.2; 4.3(4)).

This article deais with the question of whelher video-
taping can be used by librarians for self-evaluation in
a public library. Individual videotaping sessions were
arranged to see (1) whether videotape self-evaluation
could be done without disrupfion of service and withgut
discomfort to the staff, and (2) whether videotape silf-
evaluation could improve public service. The report
describes how the videotape sessions were conducted, the
reactions of librarians and users, and conClusions about
the potential usefulness of videotaped self-evaluations.

27. Munoz, Joanna Lopez. "The Significance of Nonverbal Communication
in the Reference Interview." !MI 16 (Spring 1977):220-224. (1.7;
2.22; 3.1; 4.2(1); 4.3(12)).

The author discusses various- aspects-of nonverbal communi-
cation and their relationship to the refer4nCe interview.

28. Penland, Patrick R.; Mathai, Aleyamma. Interpersonal Communicatidn.
New York: Marcel Dekker, 1974. (1.4; 1.6; 2.21; 2.23; 3.1;
4.2(21); 4.3(136)).

a

The purpose of this book is to 'integrate research findings
from the field of counseling into the framework of library

, and information science. This publication formulates a
basis for training resource specialists in interpersonal
communication. It considers practical models of informa-
tion prOcessing to help the reader synthesiie his/her, own
approach to human communication. Also ,discussed is the
relationship that exists between interpersonal communication,
Kroup dynamicsoind community development psychology.

, 4. --z-
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Shosid, Norma J. "problematic Interaction: The Reference
Encounter." In arietie of Work Ex erten, TeSeial Control
of Occupational Croups an Rolee, edited.by Phyllis Langton
Stewart and Muriel C. Cantor. New York: John Wiley and Sons,
1974, pp. 224-237. '(1.7; 2.1; 3.1).

Problematic aspects of the reference encounter are
discussed as follows: (1) limited time and the unsched-
uled nature of the encounter-L-giving little scope 6ok
establish facts about users, their subject or library

"knowledge, and their needs; (2) open-ended interactions--
created by organi4ational variables and including such
factors as the physical layout of the library, type
and/or lack of furniture and fittings, and limited
privacy; (3) mutual establishment of participant status.
affecting adherence,to library rules, A:se entitlement,.
and type and degree of service; and (4) service evalu-
ation--presenting difficulties from the librarian and
user point of view.

30. Smith, Nathan M.; Allred, G. Hugh. "Recognizing and Coping with
the Vertical Pa ron." Special Libraries 67 (November 1976):526-
533. (1.1; 2.23; 3.1; 4.3(6)).

Vertical and horizontal models of comMunication are :

reviewed 4nd defined in this article.. Aids are given to
help the librarian recognize vertical ana horizontal
communication and to expedite horizontal interaction with
\the patron who exhibits vertical tendencies in order io
produce-a more satisfying interaction.

31. Somerville, Arleen N. "The Place of the Reference Intervi4ew in
Computer'Searehing: The Academic Setting." Online (October 1977):'
14-23. (1.3; 1.4; 2.1; 3.4; 4.2(4)),

,The reference interview is crucial to the success of a
computer search. Formulation of the:search strategy and
inatruction Of the user are the moat important activities,
carried out during the Interview. Components of the
reference interview include discussion of the benefits
Of,computer searching; when compUter searching is appropri-
ate; what the s,ublect of the.search and the.referenct
question are, in precise terms;,the limits io be placed
on the search; online prOcedures, software features, and
characteriatics of various systems and databases. Search
strategy should be-developed with the help of the user
and in accord with the preferences 'and decisions of the
user concerning costs, cOverage of the-topic, emphases on
precision or recall, and other,concerns. tonfidentialify
should be discussed. If possiblel.the user, should be
present at the terminal during theseareh. gearehers

30
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should make sure the results of a search Are adequate and
try to diagnose and correct failures so that confidence
in the eource ts maintained. 6

12. Swose, fiery Jane; katzer, Jeffrey. "The Silent Majority: Why Don't
They Ask Questions?" R 12 (Winter 1972):161-166. (1.1; 1.2; 2.4;
3.2;4.2(13); 4.3(3)).

This is a study conducted to determine how many library
patrons are reluctant to ask questions of thel.Orary

, staff, and why. A sample of users at a univerlity library
wer&interviewed to determine what proportion'of them:had
reference questions and which of those with qeestioni
would aek a librarian'for help. It was found that 41
percent of the 119:respondents had questions and 65
percent of these would not ask a librarian for help.
Respondents reported that their unwillingness to approach
the librarians was due to (a) dissatisfaction with past
services, (b) having too simple a question, and/or (c)
not wanting to bother the librarian. In light of this it
is suggested that traieing in communication skills and
interviewing techniques should become part of a librarian's
education. Ltbrary Administrators must recognize the
necessity of:Circulating the staff among users. Librarians
must become aware of and attempt to change the image they
have acquired in.the eyee of the user.

P

33 Taylor; Robert S. "The Process of Asking Questions." American'
Documentation 13 (October 1962):391-396. (1.1; 2.3; 3:1; 4.2(4);
4.3(4)). t

k

vr

This paper discusses the nature of questionstheir
generation; their relation to retrieval systems, and their
effect on the inquirer. Four, levels of question formation
are defined and analyzed: the Actual, but unexpressed,
need for information (visceral); the conscious within-
brain description of the gee() (conscious); the formal

statement of the questiod(formal); and the question as
presented to the information system (compromised); Input
and output characteristics of systems are examined for
their effect on the inquirer's decision to ask a question
and on the:form the query takes. 'The investigation.ot six
parame,t.ers governing question type and ambiguity seggests
that 4e may fie placing too much emphasis on syntaCtic .
matching ofirlauiry and store,of. answers. . The inquirer's
state of readiness is defined as the "state ofsnind".which
allows a selection to be made from a series of messages.
A question is seen.as an indication of inadecitiacy on the
part of the inquirer who Mims to remedy that inadequacy
by calling on.the iniormation system. A major objective
of information systems is to pake COmmonplace the point of
maximum usefulness where three coordinates cross: level
of question, state of readiness, and available answer.

.s. '
. .- . .. . .. . .- .
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34. Taylor, itobert S. "4uestion Negptiatinn and InforMation Seeking
in-Libraries." Cone's and Reegerch Llbraries 29 (May 1968):178-
194. (1,A; 1.3; 2. ; ,14:1.(1); 4-.3(21).

This report is a study of two.types of questibn negOti-
.1tion in libraries end informetion Centert. Through
-tapectintervIews with special librarians and information
spapialists, live levels of information were isolated
which are consciously sought and received by the.
librarian in the first type of question negotiation.
These.are (1) subject definition, (2) objective and
motivation, (3) personal characteristics of the inquirer,
(4) relationship of inquiry description to file Organiza4-
tion,.and (5) anticipated or acceptable answeri. The
second tYpe of"negotiation,.self-help, is that in which
the inquirer alone negotiates with the-total information
system. Undergraduate students in courses in the'informa-
tion sciences reported on:this process resulting'from a
self-generated information need. Their reports covered
decisions and strategies; the sources used,sboth human
and print; the.complexities and failures of thetr process;
and the ambiguities of their questiOn-esking strategies.
Four such reports, including systems charts, ate shown.
The two.types are compared with recommendatiorp for
improving the displays at the interface between tht
inquirer and system. (This report was originally pub-
lished in Studies in the Man-SysteM Interface in Libraries,
RenortAAber 1, BethleheM, PA: Center for the InfOrna-
tion Sciences, Lehigh University, July 1967; NTIS Report,
No. AD-659-468.)

35. Vavrek, Bernard Frank. "Commuriications and the efefence Inter-
face.'" Ph.D. dissertation; University of Pittsb rgh, 1971.
(1.5; 7.23; 2.4; 3.1; 4.2(14); 4.3(87)).

The purpose of this study was to examine the reference
process as a dynamic, user-oriented system. Reference
questi6ns were treated ss though comprised of two parts:
(1) the initial statement of the inquiret.'s needs, and
(2) the 'question resulting from referende negotiations.
Content analyeis was used to determine the leVel of
question refinement necessary to enable information
.retrieval. ,The.author concludes that the pmoduct of
the referende interface is a search stretegy which

,

..attempts to make the reference inquiry Asomorphic.1;tith
the classification ofAndWedge,in the library. It is
recommended that the inquirer's question Provide the
initial framework for reference negotiationorather than
the organization of, information in ehe
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36. Zipperer, W. "User Interface Modell' for Multidisciplinary
Bibliographic Information Dissemination Centers." Paper

,presented at the American Chemical Society. National Conference,
Chicago, IL, Augdst 1975. ED 4,22 846. ,4(1.3; 1.4; 2.3; 2.4;
3.4; 4.1). .

Two information dissemination centers at the University -

of California it Los Angeles (UCLA) and the University of
Georgia studied the interactions between cOmputer-based
search.facilities and their users. The study, largely
descriptive J nature, investigated.the interaction
procees between data base users-and profile analysts
or informatiOn specialisti in constructing and revising
search profiles. .Data were gathered from users, from
intermediaries, and by tape recording search request
interview sessiona. , Interview events were identified,
labeled, and analyzed, and transition matric'es were
construct40 for major groupings of events. On the basia
of the (late, presearch and pceitsearch models of exiating
interfaces were constructed. The-study indicated a need
for data base information support, accommodation of a

wide range of dsers, human intermediaries, built-in
diagnostic capabili4es, and alternative interaction
mechanisms for the user. Results of the 'study ,showed,
fhat interface for the two centers was not linear; wes
highly adaptive, and had an important instructional
component. Particularly significant Was the fidding
that ehe,.human intermediary Is an integral part of the
interface essential to its adaptive capability. (See
Briggs; for UCLA report of this study; Carmon,..for the
Final Report.)

AdditioW Items
a

37. Braun, Carl. "Reference Interview: -A. Transactional Analysis
Interpretation." Ohio Library AssociatioRBulletin 4/ (April 1977):
11-14. (1.4; 1.5; 2.23; 1.1; 4.1).

The purpose of this essay is to review principles of TrAns-
actional Analysis as applied to the' reference interview.
It is noted that c significant part 'Of the interview lies
in the initial contact, the dialogue',,and the _transactiOps
that take place. Aspeets of librariin responses and pitron :

motivation are, discussed in order to illustrate the use Of
Transactional Analysis in the reference interview process.
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38. Brown. James, "A Personal Viewpoint." Mori ARALOyllt 1
(January 1970): 44-45, (1.7; 2.23; 3.1;

This article discusses the need for utilizing skillful
communication proceises and techniques in the library
setting.

39. Burr, Robert L. "Librariansc, Libraries and Librarianship:
Model." Librl 23 (1973):181-209. (1.1; 2.23; 2.4; 3.2).

The model describecrin this article borrows from social
psychology the concept known as the "Johari Window,"
which is an attempt to explain how interpersonal contacts
take place and what effects such contacts have on partici-
pants. Using this model among staff and studenti of an
academic library, a survey was conducted to test two
hypOtheses: (1) that knowledg;t of the library and its
functiohs would vary between users having a high and a
low measure of satisfaction with the library; (2) that
positive or negative attitudes towarde librarians woutd
-be accompanied by positive or negative attitudes respec-
tively, towards libraries. The model is also shown to
be useful in identifying situations and problems as a
first step to solving them. The questionnaire and
survey methodology are described in detail.

40. Calabrese, Ric, "Interaction Skills and ihe Libra46." Illinois
Libravies 55 (January 1973)18-11. (1,2; 1.4; 2.22; 2.23; 3.1;
4.1).

This article discusses ways of improving interaction skills
with a speCial focus on the concepts of defensive and sup-
portive commnication.

41. Collins, Judith; Ward Patricia Layzell. "Report of the Communica-
tion Games Workshop." ASLIB Proceedinga 29 (July.1977):248-252.
(1.6; 2.23; 3.1; 4.3(5)).

The workshop described was held as a single evenini meeting
of about 30 ASLIB membera. "Mirror Games," "Fishbowl Games,"
"Going around the Room," "Experimental Exercises," and
participant's reactions are discussed, The-authors state
as their objectives the demonstration, playing, and discus-
sion of games,that might help to improve communication within
systems.

.1
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42. Crickman,_Robin D. "The Helping Aapects of Training the New
Information PrOfesaional." Paper presented at the annual meeting
of the AssoctIgion.of American Library Schoolsc Washington, DC,
January 1977. ED_159 416. (1.6; 2.23; 3.1;,4.1).

)dart

This speech, presented in response to,Ronald G, Havelock's
"The Information Orofessional as Change Agent" et the 1977
Annual Conference of the Association of American Library
Schools, is anoverview of the helping aspects of training
the TI&, information professional. It contains a aummary
of current thinking, reviews the skills needed by informs-
tion professionals, discusses,the PeraOnil traits of

,library school students that both hinder and facilitate
the acquisition of those ap11s, and'suggeatsqraining
methods for overcoming the negative traits.. The need for,0
a professional organization to prottide a framework for the
continuing education of library graduates is stressed.

43. Dempsey, R. "Communication Skills." In New Zealand Library Associ-
ation Special Libraries Section. A Practical:Approach to Your

August 1972, edited by H. M. Stephen-Smith. Wellington: The
Association, 1973. (1.4; 2.1; 3.1; 4.1).

-

Silent communication by signs, actions, and behavior, as
well as spoken and written communication, is dealt with in
this article.

44. Dunlap, Florence B. "eSping with the Clam." Library, Journal 97
(1 November 1972)3517-3518. (1.1; 2.1; 3.1; 4.1).

The article describes problems librarians have with users
who will not ask for what they want ("The'Clam") andothose-
who provide "more information about what he is. seeking
than she cares to know." Several examples are given of
the difficulty librarians have in finding out what the

' user "really" wants to know.
. _

.
45 Eichman, Thomas Iee. "The Complex Nature of Openin4,Reference

Questiono." !MI 7 (Spring 1978):212-222. (1.4; 2.3; 2,23; 3.1;
4.2(7); 4.3(18) .

bie purpose of thia essay is to review communication
theory models and literature front philosophy and

.linguistica in an attempt to supply a rational explana-
tion for the generality of opetving reference qUestions.
Siiggestions are,also offered for the Application of
such an,understandingoto the eask of assisting in the
access to stored'knowledge.

iPA
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46. Halldorsson, Egill A.; Murfin, Marjorie E. "The Performance ol
Profigaionals and Nonprofessionals in the Reference Interview.
Collele and Reaearch Librarlei 30 (9eptember\1977):385-395.
0..21 1.4; 2.4; 19; 4.2(10); 4.3(1)).

Twenty-five sets of "indirect" and"faulty information"
questions were asked at MO university library reference
centers, one staffed by nonprofessionals and the other
by professionals. The`purpose was to determine relative .

success of professional and nonprofessional reference
staff in (1) probing beyond "indirect" questions and (2)
detecting and correcting faulty information. Also con-
sidered were frequency and success of nonprofessional
'referrals on unanswerid questions.

47. Hurst, Don S. "Reducing Communicative Interference in Reference
Situations." Oklahoma Librarian 23 (Occober 1973):15. (1.4;
2.1; 3.1; 4.1).

Thit.article discussefvthe importance of a librarian's
communication behavior to the succesaful dissemination-
of information. Interaction. models are illustrated
along with several other factors related to the "manner"
of reference service. These inclUde (1) effect of.message
intent7-librarian responsewto a 'particular user's need;
(2) source credibi1ity7-inf1uending the effectiveness of
the librarian's message stimuli; (3) response time--the
slower t.he librarian response'time to verbal demands,
the lower tAis credibility; and (4) depth of information
transferwhether enougti. information is given at an
appropriate level.

48. Ingwersen, Peter; Johansen, Thomas; Timmerman, Pov1, "A Study of
the User/Librarian Negotiation Process." In Eurim II: A European
donfeience on the A licat on of Research in Information ervi es
and Librar es; Presented by ASLIB, Marc 1976) RAI International
Congrescen um, Amsterdam, Netherlands, edited br W, E. Batten.
London: ASLIB, 1977. (1.1; 1..2; 1.f; 2.1; 3.1; 4.2(3); 4.3(8)).

e

The purpose of this experiment was to gafn more information
mon the quiStion negotiation process in a typical reference
situation. :The 20 librarians participating in the expriment
were.asked to "think aloue,while seeking answers to a flet of
test questions, and thilr cemmenrs were tape recorded. 'The

,

verbal protocols recorded were aded according to 3ohansen'rs
list of subject-ttypes and subject-relations based'on linguistic
and logicd1 factors. Details of the coding.scheme are given.
During the initiil stageof the experiment, some .40 protocols
were coded.

36
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49. Kroll, Howard W..; Moren, Deborah K. "Effect of Appearance on
Requests for Help. in Libraries." American Libraries 8 (October
1977)1489. (1.2; ,2.23; 244; 3.2; 4,1).

This article describes a atudy 4nvolving eight public
libraries in the U.S. whieh were visited by an experi-
menter dressed as a college student and, two weeks
later, as an "unconventional enquirer." Librarians
were approached for the same information each time.
The results indicate that, contrary to expectations,
a deviant-aPpearing person is just as likely to
receiveprodipt, helpful, and friendlY service as a
conventionally dressed person.

50. Lessem, Ronnie. "Marvelous at Producing What I Didn't Want." .

Library Association Record 78 (November 1976):531. (1.2; 2.1;
3.1; 4.1).

Nve

A user's destription of his attempt to.find specific-
infOrmation,' the unhelpfulness of librarians,who tried
to,help him, 'and his serendipitous discovery of what he
wanted. he also pleads that library education should
try to imprpve the situation.

51, Lopez; Manuel D.; Rubacher, Richard. "Interpersonal Psychol y:'
Librarians and Patrons." Catholic Library World 40 (April 19 9):
483-487. (1.5; 2.23; 3.4 4.2(3); 4.3(3)).

Six reference interviews were tape recorded with the
librarians' permission. In all inteviiews a confederate.
presented the librarian with the same "personal" problems.
Patron satisfaction was measured by having the confederate
indicate whether he would or would not "retUrn to see the
librarian." The librarians' interpersonal functioning
levels wihore pbtained by using the Rubacher Interpersonal
Communication Scales for Librartenb.. The confederate
said he would return to see the librarian for the three
librarians with higher functioning levels and that he
would not return for the three librarians with lower
functioning levels.

<,

52. Lynch, Belie<lx.P.. "Networks and-Other Cooperative Enterprises:
Their Effect on the Function ofileferance." 132, 15 (Spring 1976),:
197-202. (1.5; 2.1; 3.1; 4.2(3); 4.3(2)).

The,function of reference service and the processes invalyed
intraditional search'methods are,examined in this articIe
As the library's information system expands. to include
remote data bases and services provided by other libraries,
it is noted that searching.will be inflUenced by.sudh
matters as aCcuraCy in determining the uleevinformation.,

, .
,C1, ; ; ,

, .1;. ''''.L'....,,,,..t ta if -4".
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need and explicit formulation-of search strategy.
Little opportunity for dialogue between patron- and
librerian in the network searchineans that translation
of user cluee is more difficult and tHe SucCess of the
proceSs relies on well-negotiated questiOns:

53. McFadyen, Donald. "The Psychology of Inquiry: Reference Service
and the Concept of Information Experienee." Journal of Librarian-
ship 7 (Januery 1975):2-11. (1.7; 2.23; 1.1; 4-.2(4);- 4.3(8)).

Just as human activity includes both the sciences and
the humanities, so reference inquiries reflect a spectrum
of needs, including both.information and experience,
respectively. Although information and experience are
mutually interdependent, they represent different orders
of consciousness and "logic." Experiential inquities
muse therefore be matched by experiential; i.e., open,
ended, techniques of question negotiation and aearch
strategy.

54. ,ticGarry, K. Communicationj Knowledge and the Librarian. London:
Clive Bingley; Hamden, CT: Linnet,Books, 1975. (1.7; 2.22; 2.23;
1,1; 4,2(12); 4.3(193)).

This book analyzes the information-seeking'behavior of,
people, how people communicate within groups and groups
with each other, and the implications for-librarianship.
It is noted that librarianship ia a personal service
Where encounters with other human beings are the end
product. Yet, insufficient attention has been given
to the profession's social role or the importance of
the interpersonal situation and the communicatiOn prob-
lems_it introduces.

55. Murphy,, Marcy; Nilon,%Nancy M. "The Refer+ince/Advisory Interview:
Its ContrAution to Library-User Education." In Educating the
Library,User, edited by John Lubans. New York & London: RAI. lloWker
Company, 1934, pp, 287-396. (1.1; 1.4; 1.5. 2.23. l) 4.2(4).
4,3(18)).

AlThis paper addresses the question ot hOw.the reference/
advisory interview cOntributei 'EO educiting the library,,,,
user. It is suggested that the interview can contribute
to the useekeducatiOn,in a number of apecialways,.that

.1e0rning the Skills and techniques for encoUras4ng open
interpersonal coithunicatio&channels are of speftal
-importance to public service librarians, and finally,
that in the field,of librarianship, understanding of
hoW tO conduct the actual interface wip thedpatron
remains to be syatematically developWin library Schools,
on the job,,and in continuing education coursek, TheA

411.
. .
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focus is on the interview itself as:an educational
medium, i.e the exchange khieh takes place between
the Wrarian and the user before the retrieval of
information begins.

56. Neill, Samuel Desmond. "The Contact Factor." Cilmitm_Likrary
Jotlynal 30 (Jandary/February 1973):48-4. (1.5; 2.1; 3.1; 4.3(13)).

The author disCusses the Reed for libratiani to.better'
meet clients' needs. He emphasizes\ the importance of
face-to-face contact and the reasoni why it is needed:
A few suggestions are made about the setting for And the
nature of interactions .with clients.'

57. Neill, Samuel Desmond. "Problem Solving and the Reference Process."
Rq 14 (Summer 1975):310-315. (1:5; 2.23; 3.1; 4.2(1); 4.3(4)).

This article relates J. P. Guilford's operational model
for problem solving in TheNatureofIntellienCe
to the basic operations that take place in conducting a
query negotiation and search. It is shown that the
reference librarian must have 00.ability to engage in
both convergent and divergent thinking, ana-that-furtber
study of the thoUght proCess involved in reference 'work
is needed to iMprove teaching and practice of reference
service.

;
\

\-

58. Peck, Theodore P. "COunseling Skils Applied,to Reference Services.,"
lt_q_ 14 (Spring 1975):233-235. (1.4; ,i2.21; 3.1; 4.3(2)).

Reference librarians should loo to counseling techniqUps
worked out in thousands of indiVOual sitdations for ways
to fresti0n the reference interV4w..

\

59. Pelley, Shi ey. "The Refeie ce Game r Twenty Nestions."
Oklahoma ibrarian (January 1 3):10+.

A cdppof this item was no obtailti.
1

60. Penland, Patrick R. "The Interview as 1Communication.", Libiary,,
Occurent 24 (Ma)i 1970;422-424. (*\. .21; 2.23; 3.11. 4.1(6)).(,'

'In discusaing the potential of th
tool for 'resource specialists, th

cation and counSeling theorY to d
that can be USed in the context o

).;c4,.

'interview as a pOwerfoi
author draws upon, coriOuni-

elop facilitStiva tactics
the reference interView.

'
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61. Penland, Patrick R. ComriRMOTI-on or LAboriane, Preliminary
,Edition. Rittaburgh) PA7J. UniyarsitY of Pitsburgh, 1971. (1.7;
223; 2.3; 3.1i'4.2(1),; 4.1(246)). , .

t,

This text is a:- preliminary woriçtn cdiuMUniCatiop and is
designed to help. dill 'library :prbfealiOn addrefwitielf to
significant communitpation robleme. As the'r rólate .to the
library and inf0Tmation scncee, the thfee majOr.ereasRW-
communication science cOered ire:. (1) hietOrr and theory

'of communication and. Culturit, zrgenisatibn and function
of communication institutions, andtcommunication.structures
in biolioeical and'social,oreanisattPli; (2) transfer or-
meaninkVdettign,, and processinvotiessagas-in differeiit
media, enalyais.of message content and systems;'ind.(3)
individual behavior,.social interaction,and expirience,
attitude formation and change, pubfic opinion and collec-
tive behavior, anci the congruence of exposure to various,
mesiages:

62. Penland, Patrick R. Anterviewlmlos_CostearjmUtfltsetce
Librarians. Pittsburgh, PA: University of Pittsbutehi,1220.

,

TIT74"; 1,5; 2.21; 2.23; 3.1'; 4.2(8); 4.3(39)),
'

Interviewing ai%it 1.81 deveroped in thiqapublleation is a:
disciplined encounter techniqUe for coOlelors and reference
librarians who wish to 'be more effective in serving the

.

individual'patron. Two polar types of:patrons are identi-
fied: those who will not talk, and_those whoVi.11-not.Stop
talking. WithouCtraining, librarians tend to ruah p*trong
to the hooks rather than take the time to encourage the
pdtron to' diacu;s-his purposes and 4nterests. The following

Pi )subjects are.discussed: (1) orientation to the interviewv
(2) patron-librarian interface, (3) counseling in librerian-
ship, (4) interpersonal aspects of libratien counstling,
(5) psychological dimensiond'of librarian counaelingand
(6) ,intgrview question analysis. The appendices contain.
examples of the now-directive intervieW, the directive
interview, and functional intetviewing.

,
ItV

-.. T
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61.. Penland, eatrick R. '!Overcomini .the Frigidity of Oecial Librarians.''. :

Special .LibraOies 62.(JanuarYY 1971)1-7.. (0; 2.21;2.23; 3:3;
4.2(1);. 4.3(7)).

. ir ,
In striving fo-Wtfective in uitiont handling techniquei,

1

traditionatspeciOylibrayias have neglected:factors' of
relevance thi4.,would trAsforminforMation into meaning.. keen-7

c

HI

,

eral 4beory anditaxonomy of:huMan communricatiön is discuseed,
Within Which theAliforMationThandling.propensities of the',
speCialjibtarian.can be evoluatO for relevance to tile
aXioms.of.library and infOrmation science. . A theoretical
position_is developed out of the soclal funCtiOn of library

,f
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and information science, while the taxonomy is related to
ribrary situations or conditions (intri-, inter-, rind'

,audience-communication) within which.communication occurs.

_64.4 POwell, Janice J. "EffeCtive Communications: The Key to Reference
Service." Aawait Library AsSociation Journa127 (June 1970):
3-5. (1.4; 2.23; 3.1; 4.1).

This article discusses i communications seminar held ai the
University of Hawaii that was part of a program to develop
reference techniques. ,/t waS offered as an opportunity for.
librarians to obserAm and discuss weaknesses and. strengths
in their.owll and fellow staff members' interaction'skills.

410
65. Pritchard, Hugh. "Sensitivity at,the Reference Desk." In 11

(Fall 1971):49-50. (1.4; 2.1; 3.1; 4.1),

The'.author lists some of the human problems dealt with by
librarians in the reference setting in order to 'sensitize
librafisns td their own feelings about user needs.

66. Rapoza, Rita S. "TeAAhing Communication Skills." In. 10 (Spring
1971)2:218-220..(1.5; IV6; 2.23;3.1; 4..2(2);. 4.3(3)).

This report discribes an instructional program based on
communication techniques applied to the library reference
interview. The'objective of the program was tO .increase
student awarepess of verbal and nonverbal dommunication
'patferns that'helpid build a'relationship with thequitrOn,
as.well as:those patterns which Were.irrelevant and
possibly, destructilie. Students subsequently evaluated
the instructional units'lavorably.

.

67. Saunders; Peggy; Baum,'Sara M. "Nonverbal Communitation in Library
Question-Negotiatlinge": In Knowledge and. Iti Orlianization, edited
by David Batty. College Park, MD: University of Maryland, 1976.
(1.1; 1.2; 2.22; 2.23;-.3.1; 4.2(1); 4.3(15)).

This paper condentrates primarily on body motion2(eye.con-
tact and faciol expressions, in particular), proxemicsOind
paralanguage as they telate.tO the interactidn that ()Ceuta
.between.a patron and_ librarian in the question 'negotiation
process.' The author's stated..goal.Was to identify anclex-
.plore fundamental nonverbal commUnication cuesthat informs:-
tIon professionals cohld SAnce little hal been
written on..this asil*ct orrthe question:negotiation process,
an- "attempt was:made. to'apply results from various psycholog-'
ical studies.of nonverbal communicatiOn

4.
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68. Sankaraiah, K. "The Inquirer and the Reference Interview." Annals0 L brar Science and Docum n n 22 <September 1975):133-115.
1.1; 1.2; 1. ; 2 1; .1; 4.3(2)).

This article discussea the widespread belief that users can-.
.nOt frame their inquiries.in a precise manner.; Tht reference
-interview is described,aa the meeting of two.personalities,
witiLthOeault of.the'finteractIon dependent on the traits
of each,',as well as the 'type Ot-library and the Philosophy
of reference service that is employed.

69. Smith, Dorm'an. "A Matter of Confidence." Library Journal197
(April 1972):123971240. (1_,1; 1.2; 1.4; 2.1; 3.10.20)).

The author posed as a &liege student loctking for information
on the personal life of a living homosexual writer, but

'Iunwilling.to desc4be his information need bp the librarian.
, He 4escribetOis-4kperiences and.discusses a number of aspectsof how librAkians should handle the information interview.

70.. Smith, Wathan M.: Fitt, Stephen D. "Vertical-Horizontal Relation-ships: Their Application lor Librarians." Special Librhries 66
(November 1975):28-531. (1.4; 2.23; 3:11 4.2(1); 4.3(3)).

Communication is an important daily aspect of a librarian's
profession. The horizontal relationship (equal-equal) is
described and a distinction is drawn between it and the
vertical relationshipAsuperiorinferior). The horizontal
relationship is an important tommunication concept which,
when mastered by the librarian, accrues many persolrl sat's-

,factions.'
, ,

Shosid, Norma J. "Preud, Frug and Feedback: Am Communicating?"pecial Libraries 57 (October 1960:561-563. (1.4; 2.24 2.23v-1:1; 4.3(9)).

This article discusses nonVerbal communication theory atvabasis for improving librarian-user communication Awarenessof feedback is noted as ihe key element.. citecrefn
ticle -is a study conducted atihe. University.of California
at Loa.Angeles '(UCLA) whIth attempted to determine whether
the'reference encounter proiddid a 'form Of face,tO-face-
social 'interaction in'which nonverbal, cc:intent could be inves-tikated. Preliminary inVestigations set out to see (1) if..
nonverbal.communication.in the.reference encounter could be
Observed, and (2) if any pattern emerged.. ,
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72. Tibbets, Pamela. "Sensitivity Training--A Possible Application
for Librarianship." Special LibrarieS -65 (December 1974):493-498.
(1.2; 1.4; 1.6; 2.23; 1.1; 4.1(8)).

The author describes.seneitivity training and its potential
A usefaness to libiarians.

73. Totten; Herman L.: "The Nature of Interpersonal Communication."
Nbrtb-Carolina Libraries 31 (Fall 1973):18-21. (1.7; 2.23; 3.1;
4.1).

'^

Drawing froam colpunication theory, the auth*r discusies and .
expands upan three ingredients impcItant to effective inter-
personaleommunication: multiple cbannels, feedback, and
interaction.

1

,

. .

,

..,.

.
. .

74. Vavrek, Bernard Frank. "The Nature of Referenc6 Librarianship."
RR 13 (Spring 1974):213-217. (1.6; 2.23; 2.3; 3.1; 4.2(1); 4:3(3)).

,

The authOr discusses a theory of reference service with em-
phasis on communication theory and research.

75. Vavrek, Bernard Frank, "Reference Service: Is the Medium the
Message?" 8 (Fall 1968):37-38. (1.7; 2.1; 3.1; 4.1).

1

Reference librarians should educate clients in the use of the
library as well as find information for them. tailizing the
referral process ds a learning situation, the client should
be given instruction on available,sOurces of.information.

76 Wilkin, Anne. "Personal Roles and Barriers In Information Trans-
fer." In Advances in Libretianship, vol. 7, edited by Melvin-J.
Voight and Michael H. Harris. -New york: Academic Presa, 197,
pp. 257-297. (1.7i 2.23; 3.1; 4.2(4); 4.3(90)).

This article discusses the role of library and information
services in providing an important link betweeri sources and '

users of information: .It is noted that there is still much
to discover about the Way in which these services interact

7 with the many other channels through which information,Can
be-transferred. The literature.from anthidivlogy; sociology,
organizational theory, management science, and library and
information science-is examined. A number of personal roles
and,.barriers operating'in the information transfer process
are examined.

,'-r r. --,-- 4 . t4
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IV: SUBJECT INDEX

All articles Are indexed according to the coding system described

in Section i. All citations in the bibliography are numbered con'secu-

iively, and it is those citation numbers that are listed below fbr''

each code:

1. Topic

ihat users are like
7, U., 16, 18, 19, 25,- 30, 3, 33, 34 *39, 44, 48, 55, 67,
68, 69

1.2 what librarians are like

1.3 what librariang need to find out frbm users aboht their
infoKmation needs
1, 8, 10, 11,,16, 22, 23, 31, 34, 36 /

z

4, 7, 18, 19, 32 /-40-, 46, 48, 49, 50, 63, 67, 68, 69, 72

hbw 'the intervi should be conducted
0, 11, 13, 14 17, 18, 20;21 22, 23, 24, ,26,,
37, 40, 43, 45, 46, 47,.55,-58, 60,62, 64,'

71, 72 %

1, 2, 7, &, 9.,

28, 30, 31, 36 /
65, 68, 69, 70,

1.5 the importance of,the interview for successful information
service
15, 35 / 37, 51, 52, 55., 56, 57, 62, 60

-

1.6. training. .

1, 2, 12, 15, 17, 20, 24, 26, 28 / 41, 42, 6, 72, 74

1.7 other
27, 29 / 38, 48, 53, 5,4, 61, 73; 75, 76

2. Methodology

2.1 report of perSonalemperienc unspecified
9, 11, 18, 22,23, 25, 29, 31 43, 44, 47, 48,50, 52, 56, 65,4 68, 69,'75:

M

*CAtationa preceding the!slagh mark are in,one.of the first two sectiona
of the bibliography--ComprehenSive ConsideratiOns or Primary Items.
Citation's folloWing the Slash Mark are in,the third section--Additional
Items.

4
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4.2 interpretation of theory or research from other,ereas
2,21 couneeltng atiM helping skille

2, 17, 20, 24, 2, 158, 60, 62, 63

2.22 nonverbal communiCation
7, 13, 14, 15, 21, 27 / 40, 54:67, 71

2.23 other (for example, communication, cognitive psychology,
social psychology, end somfology)
4, 12, 13, 15, 19, 24, 28, 30, 35 /
49, 51, 53, 54, 55, S7, 60, 61, -62,
73, 74, 76

37, 38, 39, 40,.41, 42, 45,

63, 64, 66, 67, 70, 71, 72,

2.3 development of theory for the information interview independent
of theory and research in other areas
8, 10, 16 33, 34, 36 / 45, 61, 74

2.4 systematic research
1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 12, 15, 19, 20, 21, 26, 3205, 36 / 39, 46, 49

2.5 comprehensive consideration such as a bibliggraphy, state-of-the-
art report, or text (if this code IS assigned, no others are)-
3, 5, 6 /

St, .

3. Setting

3.1 general or unspecified
1, 2, 7, 9, 12, 13, 15, 17, 19, 22, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 33,
34, 35 / 37, 38, 40, 41, 42:43, 44, 45,'47, 48, 50, 52, 53, 54,

55, 56, 57, 58, 60, 61, 62, 64,
73, 74, 75, 76

65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72,

3.2 reference desk in a public or adademic library
4, 14, 18, 20, 21, 26, 32 / 39, 46, 49, 51

33 special library

0

11 / 63 ,

3.4 online search service .0

8, 10, 16, 23, 34. 36

4. Citations

4.1 no citations \ r

8, 18, 19, 36 / 37, 40, 42, 4 -44, 47, 49, 50, 64, 65,
73 75'

7
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4.2 citations to literature on the information interview*
1(6), 2(21), 4(16), 7(11), 9(1), 11(7), 12(1), 11(5),'14(9),
15(10), 16(2), 17(6), 19(5), 20(8), 21(6), 22(1), 23(3), 24(7),
25(1), 27(1), 28(21), 31(4); 32(13); 33(4), 34(1), 35(14) /
45(7), 46(10), 48(3),,51(3),..52(3), 53(4), 54(12), 55(4), 57(1),
61(6), 62(8)-, 63(1), 66(2),67(1), 68(3), 69(5)., 70(1), 74(1), 4v,76(4)

4.3 citations to related areas*
2(29), 4(18), 7(19)0 9(1), 11(1), 12(14), 13(15), 14(15), 15(14),
16(9), 17(11), 19(7), 20(1), 21(11)W22(2), 23(7), 24(13), 25(4),
26(4), 27(12), 28(136), 30(6), 32(3), 33(4), 34(21), 35(87) /
41(5), 45(18), 46(1)4 48(8), 51(3), 52(2), 53(8), 54(193), 55(18),
56(13), 57(4), 58(2), 60(6), 61(246), 62(39), 63(7),'66(3),
67(15), 68(2), 70(3), 71(9), 72(8), 74(3), 76(90)

*The number of. citations is given in parentheses.
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V. AUTHOR INDEX
.14

All named suthors.are listed individually in this-index, together

with the numbers assigned to the citatione'of their works in the

bibliography. Three additional sources listed on page 12 which are

included in the list are enclosed in parentheses,

Allred, C. Hugh, 30 (Hanneman, G. ., page 12)

Baum, Sara M., 67 Holland, Barron, 17

Boucher, Virginia, 7 Halldorsson, Egil A., 46

Braun, Carl, 37 Horn, Roger, 18

Btilggs, R. Bruce, 8 Howelll.BeKtita J., 19

Brown, James, 38 HurSt, Don S., 47

Bunge; Charles Albert, 9 Ingwersen, Peter, 48

Burr, Robert L.: 39

Calabrese, Ric, 46
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Collins, Judith,41'
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Crum, Norman J., 11
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Jennerich, Edward J., 20
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Johansen, Thomas, 48'

Katz, William A

Katzer, Je rey, 32'

Dempsey., R., 43 Kazlau kas, Edward, 21

Dervin, Brenda, 12 King, Geraldine B., 22

Knapp", Sara D.; 23

Kroll, Howard W., 49.

Lessem, Ronnie, 50 A

Lopez, Manuel D., 51

Gothberg, Helen M., 13, 14, 15 Lukenbill, W. Bernard 24-

Lynch).Beverly P,, 52

Dunlap, Florence B., 44

Eichman, Thomas Lee, 45

Fitt, Stephen D., 70

(Gardiner, G. L., paie 12)

breen, 3. S., 16
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Lynch, Mary Jo, 4

McFayden, Donald, 53

McGarry, K., 54

Mathdii Altyamma, 28

Moren, Deborah K., 49

Mount, Ellis, 25

Mucci, Judith, 26

Munoz, Joanna Lopez, 27

Murfin, Marjorie E., 46

Murphy, Marcy, 55

Neill, Samuel Desmond, 56, 57

Milon, Nancy M., 55

, Theodore P., 58

Pelley, Shirley, 59

Penland, Patrick R., 28, 60, 61,
62, 63

Powell, Janice J., 64

Pritchard, hugh, 65

Rapoza, R1t3 S., 66

Reevea, Edward B., 19

Roloff, Michael E., 5
,

Rothstein; Samuel D.,6
-;

r

Rubacher, Richard, 51

Sanders, Peggy, 67

Sankaraiah, K., 68
.

Shosid,'Norma J., 29, 71

Smith, Dorman, 69

Smith, Natihan M,, 30; 70

Somervilie, Arleen N., 31

Swope, Miry Jane, 32

.Taylor, Robert. S., 33, 34

Tihbets, Pamela, 72

TimmerMan, Povl, 48

Totten, Herman L., 73.

Van Willigen, John, 19

Vavrek, Bernard Frank, 35, 74, 75

Ward, Patricia Layzell, 41

Wilkin, Anne, 76
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